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In recent years there has been a decrease
in people choosing to study mathematics
after GCSE. Notwithstanding increases in
the past two years, entries for A-level
mathematics dropped 12% between 1994
and 2007; in the decade to 2007, the
number of UK single honours mathematics
degrees decreased by 8%. Women’s
participation remains lower than men’s,
standing at about 40% of A-level students
and undergraduates and dropping further
at postgraduate level.

Alongside a diminishing interest in
mathematics there has been an increase in
people’s engagement with popular culture:
including magazines, newspapers,
television, films, books, advertising and
the internet. In particular, there has been a
proliferation of popular representations
involving mathematics: from A Beautiful
Mind to Runescape, from Sudokus to The
Da Vinci Code.

Against this background the research
summarised in this briefing set out to
explore questions of gender and
representations of mathematics and
mathematicians in popular culture and
their influence on learners. Researchers
used a combination of survey, focus group
and individual interview methods with
GCSE and university students, and also
looked at about 50 popular cultural texts.

This briefing is based on a study carried
out by a team based at the Institute for
Policy Studies in Education at London
Metropolitan University. It is one of a
group of studies commissioned by the
UKRC to explore the media’s role in
representing women in science,
technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM). It develops earlier research by the
same team, funded by the Economic and
Social Research Council.

Mathematical Images and
Gender Identities
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Dominant representations
of male mathematicians
Most popular culture representations
of mathematicians are male, White,
middle-class and heterosexual, for
example the characters in the films A
Beautiful Mind, Enigma, Rain Man and
Pi , in TV programmes such as the
edition of Horizon on Andrew Wiles,
Beauty and the Geek and Numb3rs
and in the book The Curious Incident
of the Dog in the Night-time.

Will Hunting in Good Will Hunting is
the only example of a working-class
mathematician. But the story is of
how, in becoming a mathematician,
Will is required to embrace the values
of the middle-class and to leave
behind his working-class
neighbourhood, friends and job.

Representations of male
mathematicians combine features that
ally them with heroic and powerful
men and features that present them as
other, including: mental health
problems, obsessiveness, fragility, and
social incompetence. These tie into
ideas of ‘geeks’ and ‘nerds.

A dramatic example of how obsession
with mathematics interferes with
social relationships is in Pi, when
mathematician Max is seen drilling into
his own head, metaphorically excising
the mathematical ability from his brain,
before he can go on to a happier and
more relational future.

Mathematicians’ ‘genius’ is seen to
mark them out from others and all
aspects of the self are subjugated
to this.

Numb3rs, puts much emphasis on
mathematician Charlie’s precocious
ability to solve complicated
mathematics problems, on the fact
that he was five years ahead of his age
at school, entered Princeton at 13,
and got his first article published
at 14.

Emerging representations
of women doing
mathematics
There is an emerging group of cultural
texts featuring women doing
mathematics. Researchers studied:
Catherine in Proof, Amita Ramanujan
in Numb3rs, Sophie Neveu in The Da
Vinci Code, Susan Fletcher in Digital
Fortress, Carol Vorderman in
Countdown, Cady Heron and Ms
Norbury in Mean Girls, Gabriella
Montez in High School Musical,
Matilda in Matilda, and Leaven in Cube.
Of these only Catherine fits the
‘masculine’ model of the socially
awkward, genius with mental
health problems.

Within these texts women’s
mathematical contributions disappear.
Women doing mathematics are
subordinated in a range of ways
including their youth and their roles as
appendages (gran/daughters, students,
wives-and-girlfriends) and supports to
‘greater’ male mathematicians.

This downgrading of women’s abilities
also happens in the transition between
media, as in the ‘disappearing’ of
Sophie Neveu’s abilities in the move
from page to screen. The puzzles and
anagrams solved by Sophie Neveu in
The Da Vinci Code book are either left
out or ascribed to the workings of
Robert Langdon’s mind in the film.

Several of these women are part of a
growing trend of young, attractive
‘smart girls’. While encouraging, there
are questions to be raised about the
low proportion of adult women
mathematicians, the dramatised
tensions between feminine
heterosexuality and mathematics and
the hyper-attractiveness of these
characters.

Joining the ‘mathletes’ inter-school
competition team is described
repeatedly as “social suicide” in the
High School based “girl world” of
Mean Girls. This film dramatises
the tensions between mathematics
and feminine heterosexuality as central

character Cady hides her mathematical
capabilities to appeal to the best
looking boy in her calculus class. Her
feigned ignorance precedes their first
kiss. This stands in stark contrast to
scenes in Good Will Hunting, A
Beautiful Mind, Numb3rs and Enigma
where the leading man’s intellect and
fascination with mathematics
are presented as attractive
to women.

Representations of
mathematics
Both the representations of women
and of men mathematicians present
their mathematical abilities as ‘natural’
and as something people are born with
rather than something that is acquired.
Matching these representations, those
of mathematics generally present it as
inaccessible to the majority of the
population. Popular representations of
processes of doing mathematics show
these as being about sudden and
individual moments of inspiration that
are accessible only to ‘geniuses’. This
creative process is aligned with
masculinity.

In A Beautiful Mind, mathematician
John Nash is seen coming up with his
major mathematical work on game
theory in a bar as a result of inspiration
from a silent classically attractive
young woman, identified only as “the
blonde” in the film’s credits.

There are some trends in popular
mathematics that offer alternatives to
the clichés of the subject as abstract,
rigid and objective. Notably they show
mathematics as incorporating more
traditionally ‘feminine’ aspects of
beauty, creativity, empathy and
accessibility. In particular, much
popular mathematics is contestable
rather than set in stone.

Popular representations contain a
strong notion of mathematics as
beautiful, often linked to pattern and
nature; sound- and vision-scapes are
used to show mathematics. In these
ways there are links between the
process of doing mathematics and
artistic, musical and other forms
of creativity.

What do mathematicians and mathematics
look like in popular culture?
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Both university and GCSE students
have very strong default images of
mathematicians that are easily called
up. These default images of
mathematicians are of old, White,
middle-class, heterosexual men and
are associated with markings onto and
into the body, including states of
clothing, posture, mental health and
social awkwardness or geekiness.
These images reflect those circulating
in popular culture and present
mathematicians as something other.
They are shared by men and women
and by mathematics and non-
mathematics students. People are
aware that these are clichés but
struggle to identify alternatives
because of the lack of these available
in school and popular mathematics.

I was talking about my friend who
was the maths geek. He came back
this summer and he has got like the
pi symbol and it’s about an inch big
tattooed on like the underside of his
wrist. Everyone was telling me he
had “pi” and I was thinking, “why
has he got a pie tattooed on his
wrist?” And I was thinking, “what
kind of pie would it be and why
would you think let’s have a pie?”
And then everyone was like, “what
are you on about? Pi you know.” And
I was like “oh!” But he thinks it is
like the best thing ever, so much so
that he has had it now permanently
tattooed on him. [laughter] You
wouldn’t go and get Marx, you
know, “I really like Marx let’s
have him tattooed,” or
something like that, you know.
[Female sociology undergraduate]

[A mathematician is] a very sort of
stereotypical geek type of person,
but obviously they aren’t all like that.
[Male GCSE student]

When presented with pictures of
unknown women, most participants in
the research could not associate the

attractive images with the role of
mathematician. There were mixed
feelings about the use of such images
to sell mathematics, particularly when
they were overtly sexual. However,
participants who identified with
feminism more often read
mathematical ability into feminine
bodies. This shows that the ways that
people make sense of images of
mathematicians depend on the
understandings and resources they
bring to them.

Commenting on a picture of
actress and mathematician
Danica MacKellar: As much as I kind
of hate to admit it myself, she just
doesn’t seem, doesn’t seem like the
type I’d imagine would be good at
maths. [Female GCSE student]
Commenting on a picture of Carol
Vorderman: I don’t like this picture
… Because it has a sexual aspect to
it, because of her tights. And that’s
not what maths is about, it’s got
nothing to do with that.
[Female sociology undergraduate]

An attractive young woman who is
highly intelligent as well … Who says
you can’t do maths in stockings?
[Female sociology undergraduate]

Ideas of mathematicians are
characterised by oppositions, between
‘normal’ mathematicians and ‘real’
mathematicians, people with ‘natural’
ability and those who just cannot get it
or who need to work hard to do so.
Again, these images reflect those
circulating in popular culture and are
shared by men and women but have
gendered effects. These oppositions
between ‘normal’ and ‘real’
mathematicians link to the ways that
mathematics is constructed through a
series of gendered oppositions such as
numbers vs. words, technical vs.
emotional and everyday vs. esoteric.
They make mathematics something
that is less attractive to women than

to men. Popular mathematics can
provide a space to explore ‘alternative’
understandings of mathematics that
cut across some of the oppositions.

There’s different types of maths,
there’s like genius maths, which is
working out these equations and
winning big prizes. … Then there’s
loads of different other sorts of
maths like the sort of maths that
apply to engineering or apply to
accountancy or anything. … So I
think there’s, like there’s maths
maths, like working out complex
equations and stuff, is more a thing
that you see as someone who just
sits at home with a desk, staying up
till two o’clock working out this
equation. Whereas applied maths
you just think someone, just like a
more normal person in a job, even
though the maths might be similar.
[Male GCSE student]

Women are less likely to self-identify
as having mathematical ability than
men and this makes it more difficult
for them to choose to continue with
the subject. Both men and women’s
sense of their mathematical ability
derived largely from external factors,
such as assessment results and
positions within teaching groups that
are setted by ‘ability’.

Over 500 GCSE students were asked
to identify as very good, good, ok, bad
or very bad at maths:

11% of males but only 3% of females
identified as “very good” at maths

39% of males but only 35% of females
identified as “good” at maths

What do people think about mathematicians
and mathematics in popular culture?
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Further copies of this research briefing, the others in the series, and the full reports are all available from:
www.ukrc4setwomen.org

The research findings suggest that we need strategies for developing diverse representations of people
doing mathematics in popular culture, including:

More representations of women doing mathematics and particularly more adult women whose abilities
are independent of the men in their lives.

More representations of women doing mathematics who are classically attractive, feminine and engaged
in heterosexual relationships and of those who are not.

Popular representations of mathematics should present it as accessible to all and should not obscure
the mathematics.

Recommendations for teachers and policymakers are:

To present mathematics as a human activity carried out by women and men; that requires work, is ongoing,
and is affected by experiences of discrimination and other aspects of biography and politics

To raise with learners the question of ‘what is mathematics?’ and create space within the curriculum for
looking critically at representations of mathematicians in popular culture.

To make mathematics, in its broadest sense, visible in other subjects, especially in those such as
humanities, languages and social sciences which are often seen as opposed to mathematics and
characterised as ‘feminine’.

To teach and assess mathematics through activities which cut across gendered oppositions by presenting
mathematics as creative, collaborative and uncertain.

To encourage the use of ‘all ability’ teaching in mathematics both at primary and secondary level. This
includes reviewing the current Key Stage and GCSE testing regimes and the ways that they support ideas
of ‘natural’ ability and practices of setting.
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